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	Subject	Text
	CODE PLEASE?	OPEL CORSA
The radio model is a PHILIPS CAR 400
No. 90 541 349
1 614 438
GM 90 506 173
	Re: CODE PLEASE?	[quote:ad321ad11e="sanbalbas"]I added the serial number... thank you!!
[quote:ad321ad11e="TITANUM
	












	opel astra, philips car 400	I'm looking for the code of my radio.
No 90 541 350
80222138878802
00896101210441
panel-
gm 
	Re: code car radio GM VDO 2005 (E)	[quote:2c2f9b8a1c="asmarques"]I need code for my radio VDO CDR 2005 (E) N/o 93 173 569. S/no, GM02
	Re: OPEL ASTRA,CODE PHILIPS CAR400	[quote:c5a2bff316="costi76"]I'm looking for the code of my radio.
No 09 136 106
9022 213 99759 01 
	Re: Vauxhall Astra radio code please	[quote:fbbd041253="ashutosh.bhargava"]Hi there, I can't find the code for the radio anywhere. Could 
	CODE Opel/Vauxhall Astra PHILIPS CAR 400	I lost my code for radio, and I need new one. Information that I have read:
Serial number(right sid
		[quote:b151524fdb="munjitis"]i need car code for:
HILIPS
1 614 438
GM 90 506 173
PA6 - GF
	Car 400 Philips tape radio code?	İ have 97 Vectra cd automatic. İ dont know English. İ need tape radio code.
Philips
	Request for Service Manual for AEG L62800	Hello,
Please assist with Service manual for AEG Lavamat 62800 washing machine (PNC - 914 003 173
	CODE PLEASE?	Hi, I´m not sure if it´s possible to get the code , because th car is so old..
OPEL COR
	Re: CODE PLEASE?	Thank you so much for the aclaration tmcu!!
I did it and my serial is:
GM0400T1330218

	Re: Need Radio Code -- Opel Omega - Philips CCR 600 -	[quote:8afd1aecdb="oliva22"]Hello Friends :)
I need car radio code. I hope you will help to me 
	Re: Request for Service Manual for AEG L62800	[quote:4ee52339da="tanami"]Hello,
Please assist with Service manual for AEG Lavamat 62800 washing
	code car radio GM VDO 2005 (E)	I need code for my radio VDO CDR 2005 (E) N/o 93 173 569. S/no, GM020521169783. thank you.
		04/13/2011 10:05 PM 612,477 6507_00b.pdf
04/13/2011 10:05 PM 1,215,173 80A_.pdf
	Re: CODE PLEASE?	[quote:21374c64ab="sanbalbas"]Hi, I´m not sure if it´s possible to get the code , because 
	












		Hello Friends
I need car radio code. I hope you will help to me
MY CAR : 1998 OPEL OMEGA 2.
	RADIO CODE FOR PHILIPS RCC 600	Hello there,
I have little problem. I need code for my radio.
PHILIPS
1 614 438
GM 90 506 
	Vauxhall Astra radio code please	Hi there, I can't find the code for the radio anywhere. Could someone please help with the code. The
		Hi Gary,
Sorry mate, didnt have time to take out those resistors. However, I have noticed somethi
	Re: CODE PLEASE?	I don´t understand...I´m looking for the code...
[quote="TITANUM"][quote=&quo
	Re: CODE PLEASE?	[quote:ffdf851130="sanbalbas"]I don´t understand...I´m looking for the code...
[quote:f
	Re: CODE PLEASE?	[quote:ccd4497711="sanbalbas"]Thank you so much for the aclaration tmcu!!
I did it and my serial 
	Re: opel astra, philips car 400	[quote:42f613143d="[email protected]"]I'm looking for the code of my radio.
No 90 541 350
802
	Re: Car 400 Philips tape radio code?	[quote:9e26ba4efe="Blue"]İ have 97 Vectra cd automatic. İ dont know English. İ need t
	Re: CODE Opel/Vauxhall Astra PHILIPS CAR 400	[quote:133b041f95="acid1232"]I lost my code for radio, and I need new one. Information that I have r
	Opel astra Philips sec. code	Hi, I have Opel astra 2000. my philips radio ask for security code?
SN: GM 90 506 173
	Re: opel radio code	[quote:00e3c994cb="ozgunakbas"]Philips CAR 400 opel corsa
1 614 438 PHILIPS
GM 90 506 173
THA
	Samsung codes for URC24	Hello,
codes for Samsung tv : 003,004,010,011,023,031,084,091,094,105,106,166,170,173,199.
codes f
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